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Introduction
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ATLAS and CMS multiboson groups:
- Measure Standard Model multiboson cross-sections, comparing with 

consistent set of theory predictions
- Measure deviations (anomalous couplings in EW sector)

LHC EWK multiboson group:
- Forum for discussion with experimentalists and theorists on common issues 
- Agree on common set of parameters
- Perform ATLAS and CMS combinations
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Parameter set
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Cross-sections:
- At the moment, CMS and ATLAS do not use the exact same NLO inclusive 
cross-sections

- Settings are slightly different: experimentalists to harmonize parameter set
- Started to report settings in a document
- Agreeing on common definition between ATLAS and CMS, example:

- Z window: slight differences to be harmonized
- Lepton dressing: will become important for unfolded distributions

Request to theorists:
- Choice of parameters is partially arbitrary, it is not experimentalist role to 

decide a parameter set
- Would like to ask what are the recommended prescription
- If possible, would be nice to agree on a parameter set which could be 
used with all generators
- Will organize a discussion soon
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TGC combination
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ATLAS / CMS aTGC combination: 
- Work ongoing since 1 year. Goal is 8 TeV “legacy” combination

Benchmark: 
- ZZ(4l) and ZZ(2l2nu), ATLAS and CMS at 7 TeV
- Combination contacts: Senka Duric (CMS), Vasiliki Kouskoura continued with 

Stephen Cole (ATLAS) 
- At the moment, combining with old anomalous coupling theory framework
- Expect a factor ~1.3 gain in precision
- Would like to write a LHC EWK document stating the procedure and results

Statistical procedure:
- We will use Maximum Profile NLL or Feldman-Cousins
- CLs method is over-covering and does not allow to exclude SM
- Likelihood parameterized as a function of the anomalous couplings, not 
function of μ
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Anomalous couplings and EFT
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Moving from anomalous coupling formalism to Effective Field Theory :
- Old LEP-style anomalous couplings to be replaced in Run II with limits on 
EFT parameters (more rigorous and inclusive approach)

- Simple redefinition for charged TGC, see arxiv:1205.4231
- Neutral TGC, see arxiv:1308.6323
- QGC: dim8, see arxiv:0606118

dimension six operators. By reframing the results in terms of dimension six operators, all of
the desirable features of the effective field theory, listed in Section 2, remain intact.

When anomalous couplings are derived from an effective field theory it is important to
remember that they, like the underlying effective field theory, are only valid below the scale
of new physics, Λ. This is in stark contrast to the original use of anomalous couplings, which
were regarded as being valid to arbitrarily high energy [3, 6].

The effective field theory approach described in the previous section allows one to cal-
culate the parameters gZ1 , κγ , etc., in terms of the coefficients of the five dimension-six
operators. Calling these coefficients cWWW , cW , cB, cW̃WW , cW̃ , one finds [9, 13]

gZ1 = 1 + cW
m2

Z

2Λ2
(12)

κγ = 1 + (cW + cB)
m2

W

2Λ2
(13)

κZ = 1 + (cW − cB tan2 θW )
m2

W

2Λ2
(14)

λγ = λZ = cWWW

3g2m2
W

2Λ2
(15)

gV4 = gV5 = 0 (16)

κ̃γ = cW̃
m2

W

2Λ2
(17)

κ̃Z = −cW̃ tan2 θW
m2

W

2Λ2
(18)

λ̃γ = λ̃Z = cW̃WW

3g2m2
W

2Λ2
(19)

Defining ∆gZ1 = gZ1 − 1, ∆κγ,Z = κγ,Z − 1, we find the relation [9]

∆gZ1 = ∆κZ + tan2 θW∆κγ (20)

This, together with the relation λγ = λZ , reduces the five C and P violating parameters
down to three. For the C and/or P violating parameters, we find the relation

0 = κ̃Z + tan2 θW κ̃γ (21)

This, together with the relations λ̃γ = λ̃Z and gZ4 = gZ5 = 0 reduces the six C and/or P
violating parameters down to just two. Thus the effective field theory approach not only
has the many virtues that are lacking in the anomalous coupling approach, it is far simpler.
It provides a well motivated framework with a minimal set of parameters, which is often
required due to the limited precision of the experiments.

These relations amongst the anomalous couplings are present because we have restricted
our attention to dimension six operators, which are expected to be dominant. If one includes
dimension eight operators, one generally finds that these relations are no longer valid [9].
Nevertheless, one expects violations of these relations to be small. This is an example of
one of the desirable features of an effective field theory described in Section 2. The theory
is general enough to describe all possible new physics, but provides guidance as to the most
likely place to find it.
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3 Dimension-Six Operators

There are many dimension-six operators, but only a few of them affect any given physical
process [18]. Thus, by making a variety of measurements, one can measure or constrain
many of the coefficients of these operators. The number of independent B- and L-conserving
dimension-six operators is 59 for one generation of quarks and leptons [25].

Electroweak vector boson pair production involves the coupling of the electroweak vector
bosons to fermions and to each other. The coupling of the electroweak vector bosons to
fermions is generally constrained by other processes, so it is reasonable to focus on the
electroweak vector boson self interactions when considering the contribution of dimension-
six operators to electroweak vector boson pair production. Assuming C and P conservation,
there are just three independent dimension-six operators that affect the electroweak vector
boson self interactions [9]. There is some flexibility in which three operators are chosen. We
follow Ref. [9] and chose the three independent C and P conserving operators to be

OWWW = Tr[WµνW
νρW µ

ρ ] (2)

OW = (DµΦ)†W µν(DνΦ) (3)

OB = (DµΦ)†Bµν(DνΦ) (4)

where Φ is the Higgs doublet field and

Dµ = ∂µ +
i

2
gτ IW I

µ +
i

2
g′Bµ (5)

Wµν =
i

2
gτ I(∂µW

I
ν − ∂νW

I
µ + gϵIJKW

J
µW

K
ν ) (6)

Bµν =
i

2
g′(∂µBν − ∂νBµ) (7)

This is a good choice of operators as they are constrained only by electroweak vector boson
pair production [26].

There is no reason to believe that C and P are conserved by the dimension-six operators,
unless the physics beyond the standard model respects these symmetries. If we allow for C
and/or P violation, there are two additional operators, which we choose to be

OW̃WW = Tr[W̃µνW
νρW µ

ρ ] (8)

OW̃ = (DµΦ)†W̃ µν(DνΦ) (9)

Thus there are three C and P conserving dimension-six operators and two operators that
violate C and/or P . Together these five operators parameterize the leading effect of physics
beyond the standard model on the electroweak vector boson self interactions.

4 Anomalous Couplings

Anomalous couplings of electroweak vector bosons are discussed in one of two formalisms: a
Lagrangian or a vertex function. Here we discuss these two approaches and compare them
with the effective field theory approach discussed in the previous sections.

4

4.1 Lagrangian approach

The Lagrangian approach to anomalous couplings is based on the Lagrangian [6]

L = igWWV

!

gV1 (W
+
µνW

−µ −W+µW−
µν)V

ν + κV W
+
µ W−

ν V µν +
λV

M2
W

W ν+
µ W−ρ

ν V µ
ρ

+igV4 W
+
µ W−

ν (∂µV ν + ∂νV µ)− igV5 ϵ
µνρσ(W+

µ ∂ρW
−
ν − ∂ρW

+
µ W−

ν )Vσ

+κ̃VW
+
µ W−

ν Ṽ µν +
λ̃V

m2
W

W ν+
µ W−ρ

ν Ṽ µ
ρ

"

(10)

where V = γ, Z; W±
µν = ∂µW±

ν −∂νW±
µ , Vµν = ∂µVν−∂νVµ, and the overall coupling constants

are defined as gWWγ = −e and gWWZ = −e cot θW . In constructing this Lagrangian, the W
bosons are constrained to be on shell and the scalar components of the neutral gauge bosons
are neglected [6]. These are appropriate constraints for application of this Lagrangian to
electroweak vector boson pair production, so they do not imply a loss of generality. None of
these constraints need be imposed on the effective field theory, however; it is valid for both
real and virtual particles, and for all field components.

The first three terms of Eq. (10) respect C and P , and the remaining four terms violate
C and/or P . Electromagnetic gauge invariance implies that gγ1 = 1 and gγ4 = gγ5 = 0. Thus
there are five independent C- and P -conserving parameters: gZ1 , κγ, κZ ,λγ,λZ ; and six C
and/or P violating parameters: gZ4 , g

Z
5 , κ̃γ, κ̃Z , λ̃γ, λ̃Z

This is the most general Lagrangian describing the trilinear interaction of electroweak
vector bosons, but only in a limited sense. The Lagrangian contains all possible Lorentz
structures, each constructed with the fewest number of derivatives. However, one can con-
struct an infinite number of additional terms by adding derivatives, ∂µ [6]. Each derivative
would be accompanied by a factor of M−1

W , since this is the only mass in the theory (cf.
the two dimension six terms proportional to λV and λ̃V ). These additional terms are not
suppressed at energies above the W mass, and thus there is no principle instructing one to
neglect them. This is in contrast to the effective field theory approach, where each additional
power of Dµ is accompanied by a factor of Λ−1, and is hence suppressed. If one were to argue
that only the lowest dimension operators should be kept (as in an effective field theory), then
there would be no rationale for keeping the two dimension six terms proportional to λV and
λ̃V and dropping terms constructed from the other terms with two derivatives added, which
are also dimension six. This Lagrangian lacks the systematic expansion in powers of Λ−1

present in an effective field theory.
This is not the Lagrangian of a modern effective field theory. No attention has been

paid to the issue of SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge symmetry, despite the fact that the Lagrangian
is constructed from the electroweak vector bosons. If this Lagrangian is used for tree-level
calculations, it leads to violation of unitarity bounds at high energy, with no prescription for
how to deal with them [10, 11, 12]. The issue of unitarity bounds is discussed in Section 6.
In loop calculations, it generally yields ultraviolet divergences, again with no prescription for
how to handle them [7, 8, 9]. Thus this Lagrangian lacks many of the virtues of an effective
field theory.
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Charged TGC

Anom. 
coupling

EFT
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Unitarity

6

Unitarity prescriptions for anomalous couplings:
- CMS main result will be the no-form factor result, ATLAS main result will 
be unitarized

- Form factor scale would need to be changed once a step in sensitivity is 
achieved

- K-matrix: Not available for tribosons yet => grand combination not possible
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Figure 7: Unitarity bound as a function of dipole form factor scale �FF for (a) aW
0 /�2, (b)

aW
C /�2, (c) fT,0/�4, (d) �W

0 /�2 and (e) �W
C /�2 .

VWγ QGC
SMP-13-009

- Additionally, CMS and ATLAS agreed 
to present also anomalous couplings 
results as limits as a function of the 
ΛFF form factor scale 

- Show unitary limit on the same plot. 
Can be computed with http://
www.itp.kit.edu/~vbfnloweb/wiki/
doku.php?id=download:formfactor

http://www.itp.kit.edu/~vbfnloweb/wiki/doku.php?id=download:formfactor
http://www.itp.kit.edu/~vbfnloweb/wiki/doku.php?id=download:formfactor
http://www.itp.kit.edu/~vbfnloweb/wiki/doku.php?id=download:formfactor
http://www.itp.kit.edu/~vbfnloweb/wiki/doku.php?id=download:formfactor
http://www.itp.kit.edu/~vbfnloweb/wiki/doku.php?id=download:formfactor
http://www.itp.kit.edu/~vbfnloweb/wiki/doku.php?id=download:formfactor
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Diboson and Higgs couplings
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Link with Higgs coupling
- In EFT, charged aTGC and some of the Higgs 

couplings are described by the same dim 6 operators 
- See e.g. arXiv:1304.1151
- Need to look into this possibility and investigate how 

sensitivity to aTGC and Higgs couplings can be 
combined

3

Figure 1: 95% CL allowed regions (2dof) on the plane

∆κγ ⊗ ∆gZ1 from the analysis of the Higgs data from LHC

and Tevatron (filled region) presented in this work together

with the relevant bounds from different TGC studies from col-

lider experiments as labeled in the figure. We also show the

estimated constraints obtainable by combining these bounds

(hatched region).

cently updated in this framework to constrain the six
dimensional space spanned by fg, fWW , fW , fB, fbot, fτ .
Eq. (5) allows us to translate the constraints on fW and
fB from this analysis to bounds on∆κγ , ∆κZ and∆gZ1 of
which only two are independent. We show the results of
this exercise in Fig. 1 where we plot the 95%CL allowed
region in the plane ∆κγ ⊗∆gZ1 after marginalizing over
the other 4 parameters relevant to the Higgs analysis,
fg, fWW , fbot and fτ . In other words, we define

∆χ2
H(∆κγ ,∆gZ1 ) = (7)

minfg ,fWW ,fbot,fτ∆χ2
H(fg, fWW , fbot, fτ , fB, fW ) .

So we are not making any additional assumption about
the coefficients of the six operators which contribute to
the Higgs analysis. Notice also that these bounds ob-
tained from the Higgs data are independent of the value
of λγ = λZ . We define the two-dimensional 95% CL al-
lowed region from the condition ∆χ2

H(∆κγ ,∆gZ1 ) ≤ 5.99.
Clearly the present Higgs physics bounds on ∆κγ ⊗

∆gZ1 in Fig. 1 exhibit a non-negligible correlation. This
stems from the strong correlation imposed on the high
values of fW and fB from their tree level contribution to
Zγ data, a correlation which is indubitably translated to
the ∆κγ ⊗∆gZ1 plane. The 1σ (68% C.L.) 1dof allowed
ranges read

− 0.04 ≤ ∆gZ1 ≤ 0.02 , −0.11 ≤ ∆κγ ≤ 0.02 (8)

which imply −0.02 ≤ ∆κZ ≤ 0.03

Figure 1 also shows that the present constraints on
∆κγ ⊗∆gZ1 from the analysis of Higgs data are stronger
than those coming from direct TGC studies at the LHC.
Nevertheless, what is most important is that this fig-
ure illustrates the complementarity of the bounds on
NP effects originating from the analysis of Higgs sig-
nals and from studies of the gauge–boson couplings. To
estimate the potential of this complementarity we com-
bine the present bounds derived from Higgs data with
those from the TGC analysis from LEP, Tevatron and
LHC shown in Fig. 1. In order to do so we reconstruct
an approximate χ2

i (∆κγ ,∆gZ1 ) which reproduces each of
the 95% CL regions for the TGC analysis in the figure
(i =LEP,D0,ATLAS WW ,ATLAS WZ ) so

χ2
comb = χ2

H(∆κγ ,∆gZ1 ) +
!

i

χ2
i (∆κγ ,∆gZ1 ) . (9)

The combined 95% CL region is obtained with the con-
dition ∆χ2

comb ≤ 5.99. The combined 1σ 1dof allowed
ranges read

− 0.002 ≤ ∆gZ1 ≤ 0.026, −0.034 ≤ ∆κγ ≤ 0.034 (10)

which imply −0.002 ≤ ∆κZ ≤ 0.029

Summarizing, the present data on the Higgs-like par-
ticle is consistent with the assumption that the observed
state belongs to a light electroweak doublet scalar and
that the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry is linearly realized,
as demonstrated in Ref. [4]. Under this assumptions indi-
rect NP effects associated with the EWSB sector can be
written in terms of an effective Lagrangian whose lowest
order operators are of dimension six. The coefficients of
these dimension–six operators parametrize our ignorance
of these effects and our task at hand is to determine them
using all the available data. In this general framework the
modifications of the couplings of the Higgs field to elec-
troweak gauge bosons are related to the anomalous triple
gauge–boson vertex. In this note, we have shown that at
present, the analysis of the Higgs boson production data
at LHC and Tevatron is able to furnish bounds on the
related TGC which, in some cases, are tighter than those
obtained from direct triple gauge–boson coupling analy-
sis. In the near future the LHC collaborations will release
their analysis of TGC with the largest statistics of the 8
TeV run. The combination of those with the present re-
sults from Higgs data has the potential to furnish the
strongest constraints on NP effects on the EWSB sector.

J.G-F is grateful to CERN Theory group for their hos-
pitality. This work is supported by Conselho Nacional de
Desenvolvimento Cient́ıfico e Tecnológico (CNPq) and by
Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de São Paulo
(FAPESP), by USA-NSF grant PHY-09-6739,d by CUR
Generalitat de Catalunya grant 2009SGR502 by MICINN
FPA2010-20807 and consolider-ingenio 2010 program
CSD-2008-0037 and by EU grant FP7 ITN INVISIBLES
(Marie Curie Actions PITN-GA-2011-289442). J.G-F is
further supported by ME FPU grant AP2009-2546.

Connection with LHC Higgs WG
- Coordination with LHC Higgs WG needed
- Choice of the EFT basis is crucial and the discussion is ongoing
- We need to make sure that the basis choice fits also the Multiboson WG needs
- Would like to organize soon a LHC Higgs and Diboson meeting
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NLO EWK corrections
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Using EWK corrections:
- Recently presented approach arxiv:1305.5402, 1401.3964
- Used in the experiments as an event-by-event reweighting, as a function of 

the Mandelstam variables
- Advantages:

- Applying corrections and testing observables sensitive to EWK correction 
becomes easy at experimental level

- Instruction to assess uncertainties on EWK corrections are given
- Drawback: 

- This factorized approach is still not mixed NLO EWK+QCD
- How to evaluate the uncertainty for the missing pieces?
- Corrections are not valid with high pT jet
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Processes wish list
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Process State of the Art Desired
V d‡(lept. V decay) @ NNLO QCD d‡(lept. V decay) @ NNNLO QCD

d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO EW and @ NNLO QCD+EW
NNLO+PS

V + j(j) d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO QCD d‡(lept. V decay)
d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO EW @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

VVÕ d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(decaying o�-shell V)
d‡(on-shell V decays) @ NLO EW @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

gg æ VV d‡(V decays) @ LO QCD d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD
V“ d‡(V decay) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decay)

d‡(PA, V decay) @ NLO EW @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
Vbb̄ d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO QCD d‡(lept. V decay) @ NNLO QCD

massive b + NLO EW, massless b
VVÕ“ d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
VVÕVÕÕ d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
VVÕ + j d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
VVÕ + jj d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
““ d‡ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW qT resummation at NNLL matched to NNLO

Table 3: Wishlist part 3 – Electroweak Gauge Bosons (V = W, Z)

VVÕ: With precision measurements of double-vector-boson production (VVÕ), one has a han-
dle on the determination of triple gauge couplings, and a possible window onto new
physics. Currently, the cross sections are known to NLO QCD (with V decays) and
to NLO EW (with on-shell or at least resonant V’s). WZ cross sections currently have
a (non-luminosity) experimental uncertainty on the order of 10% or less, dominated by
the statistical error [103, 104]. The current theoretical uncertainty is on the order of 6%.
Both the experimental statistical and systematic errors will improve with more data, ne-
cessitating the need for a calculation of VVÕ to NNLO QCD + NLO EW (with V decays).
Recently the well-known NLO QCD corrections have been complemented by the NLO
EW corrections, first for stable W and Z bosons [105–107], and in the WW case also in-
cluding corrections to leptonic W-boson decays [108]. Moreover, the EW corrections to
on-shell VVÕ production have been implemented in the Herwig Monte Carlo generator in
an approximative way [109].
A thorough knowledge of the VV production cross section is needed, because of mea-
surements of triple gauge couplings and since that final state forms a background for
Higgs measurements in those channels. The non-luminosity errors for the VV final state
are of the order of 10% or less, with the theoretical uncertainties approximately half
that [103,104,110–113].

gg æ VV: An important piece of the VV cross section is that resulting from a gg initial state. For-
mally, the gg production sub-process is suppressed by a factor of –2

s with respect to the
dominant qq̄ sub-process, but still contributes 5–10% to the cross section for typical event-
selection cuts due to the large gluon flux at the LHC. As background to Higgs-boson stud-
ies, it can even be enhanced to the level of some 10% (see, e.g., discussions in Refs. [38–40]
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Process State of the Art Desired
V d‡(lept. V decay) @ NNLO QCD d‡(lept. V decay) @ NNNLO QCD

d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO EW and @ NNLO QCD+EW
NNLO+PS

V + j(j) d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO QCD d‡(lept. V decay)
d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO EW @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

VVÕ d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(decaying o�-shell V)
d‡(on-shell V decays) @ NLO EW @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

gg æ VV d‡(V decays) @ LO QCD d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD
V“ d‡(V decay) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decay)

d‡(PA, V decay) @ NLO EW @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
Vbb̄ d‡(lept. V decay) @ NLO QCD d‡(lept. V decay) @ NNLO QCD

massive b + NLO EW, massless b
VVÕ“ d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
VVÕVÕÕ d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
VVÕ + j d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
VVÕ + jj d‡(V decays) @ NLO QCD d‡(V decays)

@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
““ d‡ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW qT resummation at NNLL matched to NNLO

Table 3: Wishlist part 3 – Electroweak Gauge Bosons (V = W, Z)

VVÕ: With precision measurements of double-vector-boson production (VVÕ), one has a han-
dle on the determination of triple gauge couplings, and a possible window onto new
physics. Currently, the cross sections are known to NLO QCD (with V decays) and
to NLO EW (with on-shell or at least resonant V’s). WZ cross sections currently have
a (non-luminosity) experimental uncertainty on the order of 10% or less, dominated by
the statistical error [103, 104]. The current theoretical uncertainty is on the order of 6%.
Both the experimental statistical and systematic errors will improve with more data, ne-
cessitating the need for a calculation of VVÕ to NNLO QCD + NLO EW (with V decays).
Recently the well-known NLO QCD corrections have been complemented by the NLO
EW corrections, first for stable W and Z bosons [105–107], and in the WW case also in-
cluding corrections to leptonic W-boson decays [108]. Moreover, the EW corrections to
on-shell VVÕ production have been implemented in the Herwig Monte Carlo generator in
an approximative way [109].
A thorough knowledge of the VV production cross section is needed, because of mea-
surements of triple gauge couplings and since that final state forms a background for
Higgs measurements in those channels. The non-luminosity errors for the VV final state
are of the order of 10% or less, with the theoretical uncertainties approximately half
that [103,104,110–113].

gg æ VV: An important piece of the VV cross section is that resulting from a gg initial state. For-
mally, the gg production sub-process is suppressed by a factor of –2

s with respect to the
dominant qq̄ sub-process, but still contributes 5–10% to the cross section for typical event-
selection cuts due to the large gluon flux at the LHC. As background to Higgs-boson stud-
ies, it can even be enhanced to the level of some 10% (see, e.g., discussions in Refs. [38–40]
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From Les Houches 2013 
report, arxiv:1405.1067

- Full NNLO differential computation for Diphoton, Wgamma, Zgamma, 
ZZ is completed

- Eagerly waiting full NNLO differential for WZ and WW, to resolve the 
long-standing tension in WW cross-section measurement

- NLO+PS for vector boson scattering processes is becoming 
available, more processes are welcome 

- Would be nice to harmonize availability of anomalous couplings + 
unitarization scheme between generators
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- In SM analyses a consistent and reproducible result is more important than 
including the latest best known higher order calculations (however, citations to 
those results should not be missing and it should be pointed out that they are 
not yet used if it is the case)

- Parameter set: ask for prescriptions from theorists

- ATLAS+CMS TGC combination: work ongoing with a benchmark channel, 
will go for an official document.

- Unitarity: long-standing discussion, so far no agreement for the main result, 
but will show limits vs form factor

- Wishlist: complete the NNLO computations for VV processes. Harmonization 
of anomalous coupling formalisms between generators is desirable
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BACK-UP SLIDES
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higher order corrections

applicability of corrections has to be determined on case-by-case
basis (with theory assistance)

examples:
- NLO EW corrections (real and virtual) for WW:

fully inclusive analysis with all backgrounds data driven
remaining issues: - evaluation of uncertainties
- how to avoid double counting when different generators (with

different EW schemes) are used to evaluate generator uncertainty
measurement in jet bins with some electron/jet backgrounds from MC

- higher order QCD effects for WW
pT(WW) resummation & reweighting to get shape corrections

- NNLO QCD corrections (real and virtual) for ZZ
fully inclusive analysis with all backgrounds data driven
remaining issues: - scale uncertainty
- combination with NLL parton shower uncertainty
- combination with gg→ZZ samples which are generated separately
calculation not available differentially so not applicable for probing
anomalous couplings (hard to combine in one publication)

=> there is not always an obvious solution and it's sometimes more reasonable
to not use the latest highest precision prediction for the sake of providing
a reproducible result that can be corrected appropriately once the needed
full calculations are available


